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the author’s scheme.
as a christian leader, I can see
the Biblical nature of the author’s
two by two diagram. his major ideas
have potential to really help identify
a need in someone who is struggling
in a pitfall of the diagram. his applications left something to be desired,
but anyone who has read the Gospels
can see that Jesus had this very
struggle before him every day: bear
Godlike authority, and yet expose
yourself to risk in real vulnerability.
as christ is our example, it would do
well for us on a much smaller scale,
to come to just such a balance.
I would love to say that this book
got me there in that upper right hand
corner, but I can’t. Being exposed to
the ideas of the book has helped me
start the thought and action process.
With that, though, there are some
clear weaknesses this reviewer found
benefit in the reading of this small
book, and because of its smallness in
time commitment and bigness on
potential for growth, I will still recommend it for those who recognize in
themselves a lack of “flourishing.” If
you are there, or if you would like to
increase your “flourishing,” this book
may help you move up and to the
right.
GREGORY J. BULLION is the associate pastor at
Omaha Memorial SDa church, and is completing his
Masters in Pastoral Ministry at andrews University
Seminary.
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DESIGNED TO LEAD:
THE CHURCH AND
LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
By Eric Geiger & Kevin Peck
Nashville, TN: B & H Publishing Group
(2016)
Kindle Version, 256 pages
Reviewed by SHAWN ELLIS
Designed to Lead: The Church and
Leadership Development was written
by Dr. Eric Geiger, who received his
doctorate in leadership from the
Southern Baptist theological
Seminary. he has co-authored the
bestselling discipleship book,
Simple Church, and is currently
Vice President of LifeWay christian
Resources. the book is also coauthored with Dr. Kevin Peck, senior
pastor of the multi-campus austin
Stone community church.
Early in the book the authors challenge the status quo by stating that
most churches exist to keep programs
and services running in the absence
of spiritual growth and, if spiritual
leaders are developed, it is by accident, not intention. Geiger and
Peck assert that most churches are
unhealthy and cannot effectively
grow leaders because they lack one
or more of the following “three c”
components: Conviction—the deep
passion to develop leaders; Culture—
a healthy environment for leaders to
develop, and finally, Constructs—
systems which help to systematically
and intentionally build leaders. for
example, a church with constructs
but no conviction results in apathetic
members with no desire to disciple
but simply seek to fill slots for volunteer positions. constructs without
culture results in leader exhaustion
as added systems are seen as burden-
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some. finally, conviction absent of
useful constructs, leads to member
frustration as there is no strategy on
which to focus their passions.
the book presents biblical and
practical aspects of the three c’s
with suggestions on application.
While the author’s biblical examples
of conviction, culture and constructs
are illustrative, there are few examples of present-day implementation,
successful or otherwise. the authors
assume that real-world expressions
of these concepts are intuitive to the
reader. It is surprising that research
from Geiger’s company on church
transformation was not used to provide an up-to-date, quantitative perspective to support the author’s positions. Unfortunately, when such
research was presented, it was
peripheral to the author’s thesis.
the book itself is laid out in a clear,
logical manner, discussing each of
the c’s in separate sections. Except
for the chapter on conviction, which
has an additional section on theology,
the chapters on the remaining c’s
were broken into two separate sections: one on theology, and the other
dealing with practical considerations.
Each section includes a simple diagnostic tool to help assess the current
state of a given congregation. an
appendix is also included that provides a detailed outline of Jesus’
mentorship process.
One of the key aspects of the book
are the chapters dealing with culture.
to emphasize its importance, the
authors quote iconic management
leader Peter Drucker: “culture eats
strategy for breakfast” (loc 1572).
the authors correctly assert that if a
church’s culture is not aligned with
its mission, the convictions of the
members and the constructs to support them will be insufficient to
achieve their goals.
the authors define their theology
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of culture based on the adapted D.
Min. thesis of Peck who researched
church growth. the authors present
three categories: the realities of
creation (having a firm trust in God’s
word and a sense of urgency of
christ’s return), the household of God
(fellowship), and the mission of God
(spreading the gospel and making
disciples). While the theology of the
latter two aspects are presented reasonably well, the authors struggle to
present a compelling theology of the
realities of creation. their sense of
urgency is centered on the belief that
mortal life is “terrifyingly brief”. the
authors state: “When church leaders
see their lives as undeniably fleeting,
it ignites an urgency to make more
leaders for God rather than to make
more platforms for themselves” (loc
1694). a well-developed exposition of
Revelation 14:7 connecting the personal desire to be ready and to prepare the world for christ’s soon return
would have been valuable to this discussion. the authors also missed an
opportunity to define culture in relation to world mission. a reflection on
John 17:15 where Jesus states “I do not
ask that you take them out of the
world, but that you keep them from
the evil one” (ESV) would have been a
helpful bridging concept.
In the chapter discussing how to
transform culture, Geiger and Peck’s
discussion is largely a repetition of
the concepts from the book Leading
Change from bestselling author and
change management consultant, Dr.
John Kotter. While these concepts
may be more easily integrated in a
corporate environment where financial rewards and termination of nonperformers are valid tools; application
to church culture is unique and was
not well addressed by the authors. It
would have been a welcome addition
if the authors adapted the corporate
concepts to church realities such as
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working with people where they are;
understanding the ethnic diversity
within a congregation; mediating low
and high powered distance groups
and managing an all-volunteer community.
creating a church that develops
leaders is a necessity if we are to
bring to life the mandate christ gave
to all his followers as part of the Great
commission in Matthew 28. If we are
not intentional in this duty, Geiger
and Peck gives the reader a sobering
thought: “Should we fail to lead as
God has designed, we beckon disaster
to enter into our world. Should we
develop leaders apart from God’s
design, we actually help propagate
destruction and misery rather than
life and hope” (loc 1028).
With such statements and challenges, Designed to Lead is one of
the few church leadership books that
creates a sense of urgency in the reader to do God’s work and create disciples and future leaders for christ. the
shortcomings in the material do not
overshadow the book’s overall value.
One of the greatest strengths of
Designed to Lead is the novel and
easy to grasp concept of the three c’s
and the inclusion of different diagnostic tools that, while basic, provide
a solid starting point for understanding change management and leader
development within the church. any
pastor or church leader struggling
with change or seeking to create an
effective leadership program will find
this book a useful primer for their
library.
ShaWN ELLIS is a student in the Master of arts in
Pastoral Ministry at andrews University. as a former
business consultant, he is passionate about leadership
and organizational structure.
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A PASSION FOR
LEADERSHIP: LESSONS
ON CHANGE AND REFORM
FROM FIFTY YEARS OF
PUBLIC SERVICE (FIRST
EDITION)
By Robert M. Gates
New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf. (2016)
Hardcover, 239 pages
Reviewed by JOEL L. HONORÉ
Robert M. Gates began his government service in 1966 with the central
Intelligence agency. a year later
he was commissioned Second
Lieutenant in the U.S. air force. he
served nine years at the National
Security council. from 1986 to 1989
he was Deputy Director of central
Intelligence, followed by his role as
Deputy National Security advisor and
assistant to the President from 1989
to 1991. that year, he became
Director of National Intelligence
until 1993. In 1993, Gates turned his
focus to academia. he served as the
interim dean of the Bush School of
Government and Public Service at
texas a&M University from 1999 to
2001 before becoming the university
president. In 2006, he was called
back into government work to serve
as the Secretary of Defense under
George W. Bush. In 2011, he was
awarded the Presidential Medal of
freedom on his last day in office by
President Barack Obama. his other
books include Duty: Memoirs of a
Secretary at War (2015), and From the
Shadows: The Ultimate Insider’s Story
of Five Presidents and How they Won
the Cold War (2007).
In this book, Robert Gates sets out to
inspire young people considering public
service as a career. he seeks to provide
them the tools and attributes needed for
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